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Once signing up for VET hours, Amazon employees are expected to show up for work

 and cover all those hours, even if it&#39;s not on their regular day.
For example, extra time can be additional hours in the morning or evening tacked

 on to an existing shift or an extra shift on a different day.
Further, many Amazon associates at warehouses around the country have the opport

unity to boost their paycheck with VET.
Employees on Amazon VET are committing to the company and its customers, so if t

hey cannot make their shift for whatever reason, they need to inform management 

as soon as possible.
Therefore, that&#39;s why Amazon employees should only sign up for the extra tim

e they know they can do.
Because Amazon VET is offered and selected ahead of time, the retailer can pay i

ts normal rates, although not all employees are happy with this pay policy.
Even so, Amazon VET is usually worth it for employees interested in extra hours 

and a bigger paycheck.
Also, it&#39;s easy to check for VET opportunities on Amazon&#39;s AtoZ app.
Saint Laurent Bag Craftsmanship
 If the bag features matelass&#233;, a technique used to mimic hand-stitched qui

lts from Marseilles, France, each row should be the same width, perfectly aligne

d and have an even number of stitches.
 Sometimes on counterfeits, card slots will be slits and cards will fall right t

hrough.
 Though not functional, they should be present on many Hedi Slimane-era bags.
 Due to shifting brand standards, however, their absence is not a sign of inauth

enticity.
If a Saint Laurent bag has a chain strap, it should be a curb chain with flat-fa

ced links and a metal connector labeled Saint Laurent.
 Genuine bags will feature zippers with a signature bend in them, also seen on Y

SL leather jackets.
YSL Bag Brand Identifiers
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